II. Choose the letter of the word or group of words that best complete the sentence. 請選出最適
當填入空格內之答案：每題兩分

6. The president _______ the election by a landslide.
   (A) yesterday
   (B) unfortunately
   (C) he won
   (D) won

7. There was so much noise of the traffic that the speaker couldn’t make himself _______.
   (A) heard
   (B) hearing
   (C) being heard
   (D) to hear

8. The benefit _______ the report is that it provides useful information to anyone who needs
   it.
   (A) which
   (B) of
   (C) that
   (D) because

9. _______ to come to my office at ten o’clock?
   (A) Is it convenient for you
   (B) Do you think convenient
   (C) Are you convenient
   (D) Does it convenient for you

10. While _______ a busy street yesterday, Mary was injured by a speeding taxi.
    (A) played on
    (B) walked along
    (C) crossing
    (D) he walking